neglected topics of definition and classification, experimental work of a biological and psychodynamic kind is evaluated. Theoretical aspects and the most widely used treatments are also considered.
Dr Beck's special interest in depression is clearly shown by the inclusion of the results of personal research and innovation. Among these projects are the relationship of childhood bereavement to the later development of depression, the measurement of depression, and the nature of associated disturbance of thought processes. The method, results and implications are fully described, and the questionnaires used are appended. Predisposition to depression is seen to arise from an early development of a negative concept of self-image with which feelings of depression later become associated. Precipitation and maintenance of the depressive pattern are discussed similarly in psychodynamic terms, and theareas ofgreatest speculation are acknowledged.
This book brings refreshing perspective to the complexities of the broad subject of depression, placing in the foreground problems of methodology entailed in their scientific investigation. Edinburgh: Royal College ofPhysicians ofEdinburgh 1969 This is the printed reproduction of a symposium held on the 5th and 6th December 1968 under the auspices of the Royal College of Physicians of Edinburgh. Several of the contributions took the form of memorial lectures. The list of speakerseach of them an undisputed authority on his subjectis in itself sufficient guarantee that what was said at the time was deserving of preservation in more permanent form and of inclusion in any medical library. The advice and warnings which the various authors have to offer ought to be noted by every practising doctor. Here in this book he is provided with the opportunity; certainly few could fail to learn something from almost every chapter. With it all it is immnsely readable, and one would like to think that most young postgraduates at least will find it compulsive, if not compulsory, reading. The field which is covered is wide. Four chaptersby Sir Derrick Dunlop, Dr Henry Matthew, Professor P J Hare, and Professor Sheila Sherlock respectivelyrelate directly to the misuse of drugs in one sphere or another. Dr D C Flenley discusses hazards connected with the use of oxygen, Dr J D Cash deals with those attendant on blood transfusion, and Dr H J Waltonin most interesting termswith hazards of psychotherapy. Professor L G Whitby wams of the risks of misinterpreting laboratory results, Dr Anne Lambie covers the management of electrolyte, water or acid-base imbalance, and Dr J C Gould the subject of antibiotic resistance in bacteria as an epidemic disease. This is a book which will be widely welcomed, not least by those who are concemed with problems of medical negligence and defence. This magnificently illustrated history, enhanced with excellent photographs and maps, traces the American army medical supply organization through its initial formative period when it was concerned mainly with Lend-Lease, through its period of maximum activity during the war, and during redeployment and 'run-down' operations which eventually led to a static peacetime structure in support of occupation forces.
It is a story of frequent frustration and initial confusion which evolved into outstanding success in due course. It describes activities of the various aspects of medical supply in many parts of the world, with those concerning Europe and Great Britain being of special interest to readers in this country.
It was intriguing to read that in the early days of Lend-Lease one recipient (who shall be nameless) requested medical supplies for 50 infantry and 20 cavalry divisions, this ambitious requirement being disapproved when it was found that the entire atmy of the country concerned amounted to only 5 divisions.
Reading the accounts of the problems overcome wherever-American troops were stationed throughout the world leaves one breathless and with a sincere feeling of admiration and respect for the US army medical supply system. This is a book which, even today, has lessons for all those concerned with the supply and maintenance of medical and dental equipment to the fighting services. ALAN Twelve years have passed since the first edition of this book. They have been eventful years, and passions have run high in some of the controversies that it caused. Recently there has been a lull, and the appearance of a second edition seems an appropriate time for reflection and review.
